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â€œI decided to heal myselfâ€•When Yossi is diagnosed with cancer, he makes the unusual decision
to forgo conventional medical treatment and try a challenging alternative path. By meeting various
medical experts, healers and shamans, he learns all about the different treatment methods, and
eventually chooses one that requires an agonizing diet and a demanding natural treatment. Months
of anxiety show certain medical improvement, but personal developments throw him back into
turmoil. Economically devastated, heartbroken and all lone, his one reliable companion is his fear.
Has he mad a terrible mistake? Is cancer already metastasizing throughout his body?An amazing
literary experience that holds a personal gift to every reader.Cancer: The Best Gift of my Life
describes a manâ€™s unusual quest after a real, profound and holistic cure for himself. It is a
journey that overturns his worldview and transforms him into a person of faith: eventually leading
him to relinquish his constraining life and embark on a new and surprising life-mission. He discovers
new passions and talents, and finds a new path for self-fulfillment, realizing that cancer was the best
gift of his life.A book you will want to read again and againRomance, abandonment, adventure and
entrepreneurship are all part of this unbelievable life journey, told with humor and uncompromising
honesty, that will not leave you indifferent.Scroll up to grab your copy of Cancer: The Best Gift of my
Life now!
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This book is about self healing and the power of will over matter.The author reveal in explicit
personal detail his pathway to recovery, including the intimate aspects of life.What makes this story
unique is the personal responsibility aspect the author took over his health and well being. As the
reader progress the book, the self empowering theme of the book is revealed. The author is lead to
his growth by the spiritual signals he collects.The authorâ€™s path is very personal and a model for
determination and persistence. The author is sharing his spiritual growth as an outcome from his
infliction. Inviting the astute reader to reflect on his inflictions and choices.Reading this book one
can learn allot about the human spirit and its conditioning/programming into social behavior.I
recommended this book for every person who seek self empowerment and determination against a
health infliction.

This is a... very uncomfortable read. I realize it's nonfiction, which usually includes uncomfortable
material due to the whole nature of it, but I mean it goes into graphic detail that most of the time isn't
needed and some parts are just strangely surreal (like for an autobiographical story we probably
don't need to know what you were dreaming at the time)The health or nutrition information also isn't
entirely accurate, but that's okay since it wasn't written by a professional in either of those fields
(then again, there is the claim in the first chapter that EVERYTHING is being controlled by big
pharma, so I kind of understand why the accurate information isn't there; I just want to let people
know that this won't be a good source on any of that) Before people blast me (not that I'm expecting
that) what I mean by "non-accurate" information is not everyone's body is exactly the same and just
because a certain diet works for one person doesn't mean it'll work for every single person in the
world. Nor is everyone's health or body exactly the same which is why both of these topics are
extremely complicated.Don't get me wrong, I'm glad this guy found a "new age" (actually most of the
things under that label should be considered old school; they shouldn't necessarily be thrown to the
wayside, but not all are good for absolutely everyone) way to get past a horrible experience for
anyone, but just because that way worked for him doesn't mean it'll work blanketly for everyone
even with that same kind of cancer.I did receive a copy of this book for free for in exchange for my
fair and honest review. (I would also like it known that I was asked by a third party to remove my

review, but I refuse to do so as personally I see that as being dishonest)

A great real story and brave writing!I couldn't stop reading it until finishedand as a cancer patient in
the past, I learned from it a lot thanks to the authors sincerity and direct details.It is a very
encouraging book for cancer patients and a beautiful story.The fact that it is indeed a real story,
should make us all wonder about the popular cancer approaches.May all cancer patients find a
quick and easy full recovery.Thank you Yossi Rudoy and all best wishes

A unic and an important book about a brave man and his brave journey to self heal himself from
cancer. U don't have to be a cancer patient to get inspired from his journey. It can give hope and
inspiration to everyone even in a day to day matters. We always have a choice! Even when we don't
feel like it!I believe that the world needs more book like this one :)

I read Yossi Rudoy's book , Cancer -the best gift of my life. The book makes for an engrossing read
as it unfolds the story of Yossi Rudoy's life starting with the day he was given the results if his
biopsy and his journey from that moment on. The author encountered cancer and decided to take
control of his disease and of his life as a whole. His life in a distant valley made it difficult and
challenging to uncover the world of alternative treatments and required persistence, stamina and
determination.This important book is recommended to everyone not just because it is a fascinating
read but also because It is a book that encourages us to believe in our own built in resources for
healing and for finding a path to good health.Ruth Bloch
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